
Community Forum #1 -Recreation 

 

Question #1: In what ways is Nederland a great place to live? 
 

make own fun 

quiet 

can get involved 

enjoy outdoors 

history 

clean air 

beauty, scenery 

proximity to everything 

people watch out for each other 

everyone works together 

 

Question #2: What is Nederland’s unique contribution to the world? 

 

dead guy days 

carousel 

medical marijuana, decriminalization 

the rink 

diversity 

gateway to mountains and RNF 

wind 

custodians to the environment 

animal populations, moose 

envision nederland 2020 

real mountain town 

 

 

 



Question #3: What are the critical trends in recreation that have 

impacted the town over the last 10 years? 

fees at Brainard Lake which caused more folks to visit Hessie and other trail heads 

we have created many opportunities here for recreation 

motorcycle traffic has increased - noise pollution 

great rink 

eldora proposed expansion - ski area impact 

2001 nederland recreation master plan has given focus to recreation efforts 

Mud Lake open space 

destination for recreation especially mountain biking 

music scene is growing 

place where kids can play outside 

recreation is going towards more structured recreation 

lost of options for kids that are safe and fun 

do we have the infrastructure to support kids recreation? 

now on the radar for as a place to go to recreate and that has drawn more people 

metro area growth is pushing more people to us 

are we going to follow others and the trends or make our own? 

we must plan for the growth that is coming 

need to unify parents/sports/kids/programs/teams - parks and rec program 

 

Question #4: What will be the critical trends in recreation that will 

impact the town over the next 10 years? 

need parks and rec department 

form of parks and rec is what is needed, the nuts and bolts 

manipulation of natural spaces; altering of creek area is changing the natural environment 

we should manage the creek area 

don't change the creek 

more venues = more people = more impact 

focus should be on natural environment 

nederland needs to take ownership over our recreation like other mountain towns (crested butte, 

steamboat) 

need parks and rec district - peak to peak area 

money for recreation should go to other social services like housing medical care, etc 

let's control the change 

save and appreciate what we have 

people will come see the natural world not things 

education will guide us 

we moved to a town not to a wilderness, we are surrounded by wilderness, its ok to create within our town 

creek path will add to town, lets not close doors 

same trends as 10 years ago, how do harness these trends? 

make sure that growth supports our town 

are there impact studies being done? 

we need to decide how much we want to grow 

how do we control/manage access to recreation areas? 

what are the nuts and bolts of our expanded programming? 



need to support local businesses to grow anything 

let's develop for what we want not for what others would desire 

older folks will be moving to town, need to plan for growth to prepare for it 

stop development and enjoy what we have 

parks and rec is not to create more but to preserve what we have  

need more people getting involved and giving time 

volunteerism needs to be cultivated 

rising gas prices will slow down tourism 

no, it will bring more people here as folks don't want to go to winter park or summit co 

 

Question #5: What major losses do we fear? 

rink - not sustainable, no town money, based on volunteers 

loss of town due to fire 

recreation growth - more people and loss of small town atmosphere 

don't need to grow 

landscape and wind will prevent major growth, let's make the best of what we have 

can't make a left hand turn 

come up with an urban planning solution for recreation traffic 

ability to see stars - light pollution 

businesses that are here for locals 

lack of caring about the environment, outsiders don't have the same care 

loss of control, slow down and keep control of our community 

need to look at impact of growth 

loss of communication and misunderstanding 

more people need to get involved 

loss of peak soccer - many things need more community support 

loss of trails due to trail conditions and how they have been built, need trail management 

trust in the continued involvement of people 

loss of history about how projects came to be 

fear of loss of secret zones and special places 

tourism is not new 

need parks and rec coordinator without increased taxes 

the wilderness 

night sky, peace and quiet, can't afford to live here 

 

Question #6: How do people treat each other and how does that impact 

our future? 

lack of communication or better information about things/meetings happening in town 

we know each other in different roles and may have disagreements in some but it helps us work together 

let’s just go do it 

we take each other for granted; there hasn't been community support for meetings 

need to see the learning opportunity that is right in front of us in nature; need to get people together to 

talk about it 

like neighbors, great to have good people around 

we are respectful, nobody tonight raised voices or got upset 

nederland is great 



Envision 2020 Environment Community Meeting January 31, 2011 

 

Q #1 What role does the environment play in making Nederland a great place 

to live? 

The blue sky 

Clean air 

Awareness of nature over human control 

Preservation of wild places 

Beauty of nature (creeks, trees, wildlife) 

Habitat for wildlife (making room for animals) If it weren╆t for the environment┸ it wouldn╆t be Nederland┻ We are here because of 
it. 

Increased awareness creates symbiotic relationships 

Humans are part of the environment 

More awareness of environmental issues 

Q# 2 What are the critical trends in the environment that have impacted the 

town over the past ten years? 

Mountain pine beetle 

Increase in population and a change in attitudes 

Consumption per capita 

Understanding our impact/ making it positive 

Increase in human factor in the environment 

Increased building 

Increased preservation and public effort and usage of trails 

Increased traffic, development of sensitive areas 

Increased light pollution 

Climate change 

More cement and asphalt 
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More noise 

More families 

Drought Trending towards creating recreation opportunities where we don╆t need them┻ 
In past 10 years the town has successfully managed growth. 

Added illegal trails 

Added options for things to do rather than going to Boulder 

Locals feel pushed out of regular stomping grounds 

We have a strong sense of ownership to these places. 

Nederland trails maintained by outside groups 

Locals removed 30 tons of trash from Mud Lake 

Increased gathering places (teen center, skate park) 

More awareness of environmental issues 

Increased bus routes and use of public transportation 

Progress at state level for funding 

Rising energy costs 

Diminishing energy sources 

Increased attempts to garden 

More photovoltaic installation 

Recreation impacting environment negatively 

Devotion to recreating 

How do we quantify all of this? 

Wildness restoration 

Caretaking of existing trails 

Increased complexity of our impact and need for an environmental program 

Addition of sidewalks 

 



 

Q# 3 What will be the critical trends in the environment that will impact 

Nederland over the next ten years? 

Revised building code 

Global warming and pine beetle infestation 

Landscape change as a result of pine beetle  

Forest fires, how do we take care of the dead trees? With increased visitors= 

increased danger of fire 

Education people to pick up trash 

Shortage of clean water and the legalities of protecting it.  

Increasing public and private participation in issues that effect the environment 

Invasive plant species 

Increased opportunities for education and awareness 

Recycling-creating more opportunities to do better 

Food access/quality. Economic hardships as costs increase for these. 

Species migration to higher altitudes 

Trend is leaning towards larger homes 

Create migration corridors for animals 

 Have a plan to accommodate increased visitor numbers 

Aging population increasing-how will we provide for them 

Accommodate locals for recreation 

Motorized recreational vehicles will increase 

More people telecommuting from here 

Increased lawlessness in woods due to lack of patrolling.  

Q # 3 a 

What would you like/not like to see happen in the environment in Nederland 

over the next 10 years? 

 



Encourage volunteer to pick up slack where law enforcement can╆t  
Increased population means increased stewardship 

We need to protect our watershed and riparian woodlands 

Greater community resiliency-local engagement 

Mountain Ecology Center at Mud Lake 

Business using more post-consumer/recycled products-green building 

Using less harmful products in our daily lives 

Become a net Zero community 

Becoming more energy self-sufficient 

Want vs. need-how does this impact us? Consider what one really needs vs. wants 

Maintaining our uniqueness without focusing on dressing up the town. 

Not increase Nederland foot print-reduce urban infill 

Every new building off the grid 

Town/county regulations aimed towards smaller building footprints and energy 

efficiency 

Reduce light/noise pollution and asphalt footfprint 

Natural baitat preservation along creek 

Ecopass program for entire area 

EIS codes for development Pass ╉Citizens Resolution for the preservation of our town╊ 

Need to make sure we are respectful fo each other and our choices 

½ acre or larger community green house to grow food 

Take the down the dam 

No more cell phone tower 

Have something Nederland can make for industry 

Lowering consumerism 

Creation of defensible space 



Creation of venue outside of town to reduce crowds and noise from festivals/music 

More cooperation between Eldora Ski Resort and community 

Community Investment Fund 

Skillshare programs-barter system-time trades 

Take responsibility for managing toxic mining sites 

Develop tool library 

Everything is one big Co-op 

Chemical library 

More connections with neighbors 

Salt water pool-swimming pool 

No boating on Barker 

Use the population/visitor increase as an opportunity to educate people to be 

energy efficient and about our environment 

Monthly community forums 

Develop a deep sense of cooperation amongst ourselves. 

Q #4 What major losses are we concerned about? 

The forest 

Beauty and peacefulness of the resevoir  

Riparian watershed loss for both humans and animals 

Ecosystem functionality 

Trend with climate change and the loss of water quantity. How do we store it? 

Biodiversity 

Habitat 

Q #5 How do people treat each other and how does that impact our future? 

These topics can be divisive, we must think about minimizing that.  

Work together, communicate 

Be adaptable and accept changes for the future 



 

 



Community Forum #3 -Government 

 

Focus Group Meeting #3: Government and Services 
 
We had a pretty small turnout for tonight’s meeting, so we had more of a free-flowing discussion 
rather that sticking to the 10 Questions. 
 
We had representation from town government, Town Fire, Boulder County, and RTD. 
 
We held a transportation/Eco-Pass discussion for the first hour. Topics included the possibility 
of a Nederland Eco-Pass, changing the N bus schedule, improving bus stops, and bus 
reliability. 
 
Some attendees expressed interest in forming a committee to look into EcoPass viability and 
possible funding sources. Boulder County will help with a survey to see if area residents would 
be interested. 
 
Other transportation topics included a 2nd bridge across creek and a fire escape route out of Big 
Springs.  
 
In keeping with the theme of the night, Government, the following observances were made: 
 
We need an Emergency Services Plan 
County Open Space, Forrest Service and Anchor Point are studying Big Springs 
County is working on a County Wildfire Plan 
Where should 2nd bridge be located? 
Town needs to examine infrastructure of underground gas lines and have an emergency plan 
Is there a Northern Energy Emergency Plan? 
Town is working toward an emergency management plan to be complete this year 
24-7 Police staffing 
Are we on the verge of volunteer burn-out? 
Town board should be paid 
Town board should not be paid 
We need a localized community and economy 
Discussion of history of town boards 
Outside world and its complexities are encroaching and we need to respond to them 
Critical to have a professional staff 



How do we get more people involved? 
How to get people involved without having a crisis? 
Preserve small town character, but listen to what majority want 
We wear ourselves down by over-discussing issues 
We need to respect zoning 
DDA should be downtown, not spreading towards outskirts of town 
Impact of a project is more important than how much planning it took 
Grow or die isn’t valid 
This is not a rural area 
Loss of small town feel is more from increased activity than from increased growth 
We like the services that sales tax gives us, but hate the increased 
people/tourists/activities/events that generate it 
Continuity of government is important 
What can we do better plan-wise? 
Are we meeting to death? 
Town website should be a portal to organize interests/groups 
A monthly town meeting just for citizens to discuss projects/issues 
No anonymous comments on blogs/ letters to the editor 
What are our collective needs vs. individual needs? 
Look at zoning changes to allow more home-based businesses 
Can we be too unique? 
 

 

 



Nederland Area Envision 2020 
Business Topic Notes 

February 16, 2011 
 
What role does business play in making Nederland a great 
place to live? 
Provide tax base for services to use for everyone in Ned 
Enjoy amenities, services, conveniences locally, don’t have to 
drive down below, both local oriented and tourist types 
Creates the appearance of town, its face, its what makes our town 
cute and visible 
Makes it appealing to move here, have a family here, for residents 
Allows more people to live and work here 
Offer sustainability in terms of higher paid jobs, a place where our 
children can return and work here 
Provide donations to nonprofits and local efforts 
DDA self-taxed so doesn’t tax all properties 
Makes living here possible and have a town that exists 
Eldora provides a lot of jobs for locals and local skiing and 
recreation 
Behind economic base, provides more variety of lifestyle than we 
used to have 
 
What are the critical trends in business that have impacted the 
town over the last 10 years? 
Demographics: more people working from home 
Allows some to provide more services to the people who work 
from home 
Medical marijuana, majority of retail space owned by 2 property 
owners which has increased rents 
Higher rents 
Local economic goes as the national economy goes 
Increase arts and music, growing culturally 
Sales tax peaked in 2000, 2005 is low point contrary to national 
trend, now there is a steady increase 
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Increase tourists 
Increase weekend events 
Increase online purchasing and downloading 
Negative press from time to time 
Homogenization trend nationally, but not in Nederland, we’ve 
retained our unique businesses 
Nederland businesses bucking national economic trend 
Unity of businesses: Chamber and DDA 
Increase property and sales taxes 
More steady business (self-employed business owner) 
Increase friendly, character of town, good service and quality 
improvements 
Increase sustainability: businesses bottom-line, lowers 
infrastructure costs, use less resources, saves money 
Adjusted for inflation sales tax below 2000 level 
Increase globalization affects cost, where and what we buy 
Increase localization, buy local (Transition Towns) 
Town staff more friendly, approachable, increase communication 
Increase unemployment 
Increase self-employment 
Less money therefore less money spent on fun things, more outside 
tourists spending more 
Increase family friendly business 
 
What will be the critical trends in business that will impact the 
town over the next 10 years? 
Nederland is doing more with localization 
More conscious of buying locally 
Cost of transportation and gas 
People come into town to do business such as Post Office which 
supports sense of community 
New barber, businesses that cater to local needs 
Increase telecommuting, work from home will need services 
Increase energy prices 
Decrease prices 



Increase innovation, increase small cottage businesses 
Increase community investing, invest in our local businesses 
Increase polarization between rich and poor 
Increase economic shenanigans 
Increase China’s economic growth which increases demand for 
commodities, increases cost of oil 
Increase demand for water 
Increase tourism in Nederland 
Increase tourism from carousel which changes our little mountain 
town, it’s more sophisticated 
Increase neighborhood businesses, live above your shop 
Increase cooperatives due to climate change and growth economy, 
innovation in how we buy and sell 
Increase gas by double which means more pedestrian and transit 
oriented, increase options for transit local and tourist, learn from 
Ft. Collins and Steamboat 
Dissolution of RTD 
Increase carpooling 
Increase fees for public services 
Increase privatization of public lands and services 
Increase impoverishment 
Increase amount of our assets going toward public services 
Increase buying online and local businesses selling online 
Increase communication technologies (cell, internet…) 
Decrease sales tax revenue due to increase online sales 
Decrease revenues decreases services 
Increase products and services available or do we forgo them? 
Businesses running by foot traffic and online 
Opportunity to take advantage of our uniqueness and take 
advantage of online to centralize 
Providing order opportunities in Nederland delivered here, we reap 
the sales tax 
Dependent on weather/nature, wind, snow has big impact on us, 
also pine beetle 
Increase use of technology 



Increase stay at home for vacation 
Increase locally grown food 
Increase low technology, e.g., keeping food fresh 
Increase local currencies and complimentary currencies 
 
What would you like to see happen in business over the next 10 
years? 
Town provide ECO passes 
Local discounts 
More professional services and space for them to work in town 
Freeing up real estate for new business looking at cabins in 
different way, next generation 
Town rezone mixed use or allow live/work space regulations 
More business owners in meetings like this 
Code enforcement to ensure business is used as business 
Business don’t provide products wrapped in plastic 
Community appreciates the work of the DDA 
Evolve European style of lodging, invite people into homes rather 
than big hotel 
More products available, clothing, furniture 
Local industry, local products (wood) 
Preserve historic properties via subsidy 
Our economy diversify from focus on tourism, cottage industry, 
center for excellence 
Tungsten mining 
Protect water and natural environment, its part of us and 
sustainable goals 
People come here to experience clean and natural beauty 
Business ask what locals want, tailor to locals 
Individual awareness and intention about buying cheap products 
from below vs. local a little more expensive 
Viable food production business 
Community business, bartering exchange 
$5million investment fund to support existing and new businesses 
shift attitude from “that’s Ned” to champions and get involved 



Increase shopping locally 
Upgrade sewer plant 
Big community solar system 
Zero leakage, 100% local employment, full contained sustainable 
services and Nederland peace 
New social compact between citizens and business, a new business 
for local living economy 
Self sustainable energy: “This town is completely energy self-
sufficient.” 
Support American made products 
Increase employment, save transportation 
Increase dialogue between business and residents 
Capitalism depends on growth which is unsustainable so more 
discussion toward cooperation and community owned businesses 
(e.g., Mondragon, Spain) 
 
What would you like to see not happen in business over the 
next 10 years? 
Fast food, fast life stuff 
No traffic light 
Don’t want to see businesses go away 
Businesses not paying attention to each other and community 
Hustle and bustle of what we moved here to get away from (e.g., 
events every weekend, lines, hard to park) 
Not cater to visitors only 
More light pollution 
More concrete expanses 
Traffic snarls 
Development projects that affect natural environment and natural 
beauty and rustic aspect of our town 
Need adequate improved mechanism ways to deal with disputes or 
different interests 
Not see big box buildings which impact view 
Not welcoming new people 



Can’t have it both ways (growth or no growth), need to pay for 
services 
Town allows using unused space rather than developing on green 
space 
Not lose our schools 
Third way: sustainable community, look at what you need and 
invest in that (sewer and water) vs. what we want (river walk, 
kayak park) 
More festivals, impacts our weekends, limit what we create to 
bring in business boundaries on growth 
Business needs to get realistic view about how many people can 
live here 
 
What major losses do we fear? 
Catering more toward tourists losing quaintness of Ned (get around 
town, see people I know, quiet, more about the feel, the people 
rather than sidewalks and traffic circle, its how we interact, rustic 
ruralness, architecture, natural environment 
Loss of business increases rents and costs 
Closing gates to outsiders 
Unique need all the different people it attracts, interesting, 
quirkiness of people who live here and visit 
Work together to find solutions (e.g., fixing problems rather than 
no people or no festivals) 
Fear of losing opportunity of meeting interesting tourists 
Fear of being overrun by tourists such as festivals 
Pride of my town and sharing with visitors 
Rather than stop traffic, create solutions 
 
How do people treat each other and how does that impact our 
future? 
Being respectful of each other 
Open discourse, hear what others think 
Focused on our pet projects, need to remember the big picture, 
making the whole better 



Acknowledge we are all passionate 
Care about Nederland 
Listening so important, mayor as great example 
Need to have more forward questions 



Community Forum #5 -Education 

 

February 23rd Open Forum Notes 
  

WHAT ROLE DOES EDUCATION PLAY IN MAKING NEDERLAND A GREAT PLACE TO 

LIVE? 

~pulse of young people-academics, sports, theatre, 

 Free spirit-school reflects that. 

~NES-central, local, community, warm. Children see teachers out in community-connectedness. 

~More than public education-continue learning beyond school walls. 

~NMSHS-musical productions YAY! 

~Feels safe walking the streets at night. 

 

CRITICAL TRENDS THAT HAVE IMPACTED THE TOWN/EDUCATION? 

~budget cuts 

~CSAP 

~skill based education 

~open enrollment down the hill 

~demographics-attracting hi-tech and work at home families. 

~Technology and cyber schooling 

~Volunteerism-decline at MS and HS level 

~Parents are more involved. “Infinite campus” – better communication 

~Paying for after school programs – cuts. 

~more parent involvement due to budget cuts 

~More participation in sports. @ Teens Inc., free after-school. 

~Safety 

~Cyber bullying – downside of technology 

~Public nature of MMJ 

~Illegal drug influence is less. 

~younger use nationwide. 

~more home schooling nationwide 

~Nature based curriculum 

 Food served 



 Green, environmental, reduce footprint 

 Childhood obesity- promote movement and healthy lifestyles. 

 LOCAL 

~CSAP-teaching to test. Stress on students and teachers. Changed worth and value of schools-

less subjective. Help us see objective view not the full picture. 

Used to be fun, thought provoking and hands on. 

 Different in how we see these standardized tests. Used to be teacher assessments. 

 5th grade uses CSAP prep books. 

~Schools have lower standards than what should be expected. 

 

CRITICAL TRENDS TO IMPACT EDUCATION IN NEXT 10 YEARS? 

~Early childhood education. 

~online learning with traditional schools. 

~concern about life choices and dealing with life. 

~cutting “wellness” component of education PE, art, music, etc. 

~professional development for teachers to keep up. 

~climate change – we need to be educating problem solvers. 

~small school with big district is a plus. 

~Principal’s job is to provide for educators. 
~social emotional 

~obesity, stress, ADHD. This is the most medicated generation. 

~Need unstructured play outdoors. 

~Ned has less of a push to put kids on drugs. Use more natural means. 

~second language skills and technology will be necessary. 

~challenge-transportation to get out and play. 

~what people need to know to succeed-how to work as a team, things are moving so fast. 

~teacher compensation. Competition despite low wage. 

~$ states on verge of bankruptcy may lead to more home schooling and online learning. 

 

WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE HAPPEN? 

~Less stress in families-more time together. 

~Ned kids stay in Ned. 

~school start in mid sept. not August. 

~Mixing generations. 

~More life-long community learning. 

~More policies discussion-multi-generational. 

~Keep Ned kids here with locals helping schools to teach. 

~Natural world in curriculum. 

~School and community become more united. 

~More pre-knowledge of school stuff going on. 

~Elementary kids access to foreign language. 

~shift to preventing behavior issues in kids – village to raise a child approach. 

~Revival of tradesmen and apprenticeships. 

~Instilling value of volunteerism.  



~Physical activity helps the brain. 

~Use of internet-appropriate use and integration. 

~More opportunities for adults and those not connected to the internet. 

~Keep Ned kids in Ned – recognize individuals and respect different choices. 

~Academic rigor – excellence. 

~Balance- teach to the head, hands and heart. 

~Light the schools at night – night time activities for community too. 

~Free university – share expertise. 

~More after school and summer athletic and art experiences. Transition Elem to HS. 

~Like Chicago- more classes and intellectual pursuits. 

~Keep beautiful sense of Ned where we can try lots of things. 

~Creativity permeate the schools. 

~Community that values intellectualism. 

 

WHAT DO YOU NOT WANT TO SEE IN EDUCATION IN THE NEXT 10 YEARS? 

~Homogeneous kids. 

~Loose school as center. 

~Loose personal touch-valuing individuals. 

~Inertia, complacency, lack of movement. 

~Loosing parental involvement. 

~Leaving education only to the teachers – it takes a village. 

 

HOW DO WE GET TO OUR FUTURE? 

 

~Communication from schools to the community. Pre-event activity. 

~Reward volunteerism.  

~Encourage involvement. 

~How do we change our national skills based education? 

~Connect community and schools. Who and how? 

~Transportation. 

~What is success? Show up to excel. 

~Community involvement would lead to CSAP success. 

~All grade levels communication to whole community. 

~We need to work together. Communicate. 

~This forum is a great step to getting there. 

~Mailing to the greater Nederland area. 

~More grant writing. 

 

 



Community Forum Notes 

What role does community service make Ned a great place to live: 

 All the nonprofits make it a great place 

 Ia ｷデ ┘WヴWﾐげデ aﾗヴ ﾐﾗﾐヮヴﾗaｷデゲ デｴWヴW ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS HW ﾏﾗヴW ｪ;ヮゲ ｷﾐ ゲWヴ┗ｷIWゲ ;ﾐS ;Iデｷ┗ｷデ┞ 

 Empty lonely place without the connections 

 Awareness of needs  

 Passion connected to need-what people care about 

 Opportunities to get involved 

 Overall contribution to healthy community 

 Satisfies need to contribute to community 

 Assimilates new people into community 

Trends of the last 10 years 

 New ones come-olds have gone or have evolved into other things 

 Population changes 

 Increase in tourist dollars 

 Increase in hope to achieve 

 Impact of Peak to Peak Healthy Communities 

 PW;ﾆ デﾗ PW;ﾆげゲ IWﾉWHヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ┗ﾗﾉ┌ﾐデWWヴゲ 

 Nﾗﾐヮヴﾗaｷデ ゲデ;ヴWS HWI;┌ゲW ｪﾗ┗WヴﾐﾏWﾐデ ｷゲﾐげデ able to meet needs 

Trends next 10 years 

 Aging population  

o Problems and hardships 

o Aging well as a community priority 

o Single aging 

o Contributions of aging population 

o Potential partnership with Gilpin County Seniors 

o Assisted care (Possible Gilpin Partnership) 

o Need for activities 

o Healthy seniors want to retire in Ned 

o Availability of low income/subsidized housing 

o Increased need for Special Transit 

o Need for healthcare options 

 Money pool becoming less or going away 

 Partnerships and creative thinking 

 Focus on big projects 

Community Forum 6 - Community Service



 RWゲﾗ┌ヴIWゲ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ さデｴｷﾐﾆ デ;ﾐﾆゲざ ;ﾐS ﾗデｴWヴ ゲﾗ┌ヴIWゲ aﾗヴ ﾏﾗﾐW┞ ;ﾐS ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾉWSｪW 

 Loss of energy to keep food bank viable 

 Volunteer burnout 

 Lack of new volunteers 

 Skepticism towards government 

 Increase in public meeting s to support nonprofit structure 

 Relationship between nonprofits, government and the people 

 Potential for more government run programming 

What would you like to see happen? 

 Collaboration between nonprofit に driven by nonprofits 

 Better training program for volunteers/train organizations to help volunteers 

 Ability to connect volunteer energy with opportunities 

 Partnership to community information, needs, and shared resources 

 Increase participation in NANA 

 Rerun on indicators に shared outcomes 

 Media support and communication に community supported media 

 Website/communications 

 Merging nonprofits with government 

 Clearing house for resources and information 

 Kiosk in community center 

 Radio station and other forms of communications 

 Coordination に connecting the missing pieces 

 Volunteer connection 

 A Truck! 



Community Forum #7 -Open 

 

March 7th Open Forum Notes 
  

1)   For those who have attended the forums, what are some of the themes you have seen emerge 

through the conversations? 

  

Turning towards sustainability 

  

Talking about bigger issues. The difference between being affected by outside change and the change 

coming from within the community. 

  

Listening to each other 

  

さヴWｪ┌ﾉ;ヴざ ヮWﾗヮﾉW ;ヴWﾐげデ ヴWヮヴWゲWﾐデWSく Mﾗゲデ ;デデWﾐSWWゲ ;ヴW ヮ;ヴデ ﾗf a group or an organization or have an 

agenda 

  

People want to live in  a quiet place with few government programs. 

  

ES┌I;デｷﾗﾐ ｷゲ ﾏﾗヴW デｴ;ﾐ ゲIｴﾗﾗﾉゲく Iデげゲ ; ヮ;ヴデﾐWヴゲｴｷヮ HWデ┘WWﾐ ;ﾉﾉ ;ゲヮWIデゲ ﾗa Iﾗﾏﾏ┌ﾐｷデ┞ 

  

Volunteerism should be sustainable 

  

We need alternative access/route through town 

  

Social sustainability. Local resources can drive local economyねsuch as local industry using disease-killed 

pine. 

  

Interior transportation within the community 

  

Growing need for senior services 

  

More local employment 

  

Shopping locally 



  

What is Gov. responsibility and what needs must be met from private sector/individuals? 

  

What is the role of Government 

  

Balance between needs of older population and those who are coming to town to start their lives. 

Fairness and balance. 

  

Acceleration of tourism. Good and bad. 

  

Are there too many events? 

  

H;┗W ﾏﾗヴW ﾉﾗI;ﾉ W┗Wﾐデゲ デｴ;デ Sﾗﾐげデ ﾐWWS デﾗ Sヴ;┘ ;デデWﾐSWWゲ aヴﾗﾏ ﾗ┌デ of town 

Better/different management of events. Especially management and ordinance enforcement of noise 

and light pollution. 

  

  

2)   How do we treat each other? Have these forums changed or influenced the way you view and 

communicate with others in our town who hold an opposing vision to yours? 

  

TｴW┞げ┗W HWWﾐ ; ｪﾗﾗS ﾗヮヮﾗヴデ┌ﾐｷデ┞ デﾗ デﾗ┌Iｴ H;ゲW ┘ｷデｴ ﾗデｴWヴゲ ┘ｴﾗ ┘W Sｷゲ;ｪヴWW ┘ｷデｴ ﾗﾐ ゲﾗﾏW デｴｷﾐｪゲく 
Friendships have been made because of it. 

  

Nice to have a face to look at when working through an issue/concern. 

  

New connections have been made, but themes have been too general. 

  

We should use these meetings in a general/informative way, but should talk to each other if we want 

specifics 

  

Healthy, open forum 

  

People like meeting in person rather than electronic communication/ newspaper letter to editor 

  

  

DID WE MISS ANYTHINGい Aﾐ┞ S┌HﾃWIデ ┞ﾗ┌ ┘ｷゲｴWS ┘WげS Iﾗ┗WヴWS ｷﾐ ; aﾗヴ┌ﾏい 

  

Communication. New cell phone tower, struggling newspaper 

A discussion of town justice system. 

  

3)   What has made past projects or efforts in Nederland successful? 

  

  

Organizations working together. Library, for example. Good communication was key. 

  

Recognition of community champions and volunteers 

  

Partnerships (town, county, citizens, non-profits, town boards) 



  

Projects that fit with town character. Steam shovel, for example. 

  

Funding. Grants and taxes 

  

Small groups with lots of energy 

  

Excitement/hype/ publicity 

  

Alisha 

  

Fun 

  

Feeling of being included 

  

Validation of our efforts 

  

Constructive critique 

  

4)   What has prevented past projects or efforts in Nederland from being successful? 

  

Accountability 

  

Quality of communication. Negative communication has brutal affect. 

  

PWﾗヮﾉW ﾐﾗデ ｪWデデｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ┗ﾗﾉ┗WSく Iデげゲ W;ゲ┞ ﾐﾗデ デﾗ ｪWデ ｷﾐ┗ﾗﾉ┗WS 

  

Not listening 

  

Leader not organized 

  

Leader with animosity toward others 

  

Top down decisions suck 

  

Cost. Things fall apart when they get expensive 

  

Number of people involved 

  

5)   What would you suggest be included in the May 21
st

 Summit? 

  

No one gets everything. We need to commit to compromise. 

  

Work  with what we have to get specific solutions 

  

Write a concrete set of goals and emerge with a proposal 

  



“┌ﾏﾏｷデ ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉS ﾐﾗデ HW HヴﾗﾆWﾐ Sﾗ┘ﾐ ｷﾐデﾗ ゲﾏ;ﾉﾉ ｪヴﾗ┌ヮゲく WWげS ;ﾉﾉ ﾉｷﾆW デﾗ HW ; ヮ;ヴデ ﾗa ;ﾉﾉ the groups. Holistic 

approach. 

  

Perhaps each group talks about all topics. Meetings are divided by time, not topic. 

  

What is going on in the world? How does that affect our local vision? 

  

Questions should be more specific, thus producing more tangible results, rather than the conceptual-

ゲデ┞ﾉW aﾗヴﾏ;デ ┘Wげ┗W ｴ;S ゲﾗ a;ヴく 
  

Keep it positive 

  

We need to check in with our goals after the summit. And often. 

  

Food 

  

Make it known that everyone is invited and everyone is empowered. 

  

Reminders to people to attendねpost cards, notices in utility bills 

  

Remember that this is a roadmap, not a mandate 

  

Changed in the world will have a dramatic effect on our communityねsuch as climate change, peak oil. 

We should see our town in the context of the whole world. 

  

  

6)   After envision 2020 is established, what is the best way to continue the work and continue the 

momentum? 

  

Feedback to the community 

  

Deadlines 

  

Each participant is given tokens to place on a board in the area they feel is important 

  

Take a look at what we come up with. Should some things be directed toward government, some to 

chamber, some just to evolve with new or existing groups? 

  

Have both positive and negative place to place your tokens. Not just for what you are for, but what you 

are against. 

  

Concrete goals 

  

Logistics. Can we meet in a circle or use classrooms? A microphone for ease of hearing. 

  

Focus should not be on projects. Forum should not be a place to compile a wish list. 

 

 


